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I. Introduction. An element n of a lattice L is called neutral
if and only if {n,x, y} generates a distributive sublattice of L for
any pair of elements x, y of L. It has been studied by many authors
to define neutral elements by some equalities. For instance, Gritzer
and Schmidt 2J have shown

LEMMA 1. An element n of L satisfying the following equalities
is neutral"

x(n-, y)--(xn),.--,(x,.-y), x,(ny)--(xn),.-(xy)
for all x, y e L.

And they have proposed the question whether the neutrality can
be defined by a single equality or not. In the present paper we
intend to answer this question by proving

THEOREM 1. An element n of a lattice L is neutral if it satisfies
(nx)(ny)(xy)-- (nx)(n y)-,(xy)

for all x, y eL.
Again it is well-known [_1 that an element n of a complemented

modular lattice is neutral if and only if its complement is unique.
Griitzer and Schmidt [_2 have stated a generalized theorem in
modular lattices and proposed to generalize this fact for relatively
complemented lattices. In response to the proposal we shall show

THEOREM 2. Let L be a relatively complemented lattice with 0
and 1. An element n of L is neutral if and only if it has a unique
complement.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that neL satisfies
(nx),.-(n-,y)’.-(xy)--(n,.-x)-,(ny)(xy) 1 )

for all x, yL and put a--x(n,.-y),b=y(nx).
Substituting ny for y in (1), we have n(x-.,(ny))--(nx)

(ny); namely na=(n,.-x)(ny)>=b and na>=ab; similarly
nb>=a,-b. Then using (1) with respect to n, a,b, we get

a <= a,.-b--(n,..a)-,(nb),-(ab)--(n--,a),.-(nb),.-(ab)
(n,.--,x)(n y)(x--, y) <= n,.-(x y).

Now put c--(xn),.-(x-,y). Then n-,a<=ca. Substituting a,c
for x, y in (1), we have (n-,a)c--(nc)a, whence c--(n,--,a)c
=(n,c)--,a--(n,.-(x-.,y))-.,a--a.

Thus x-.,(n,..y)--(xn)(xy), and dually x,..(n.,y)--(xn)
-,(x,..y). So it follows from Lemma i that n is neutral.
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3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let L be a relatively complemented
lattice and n an element of L which has only one relative comple-
ment in any interval containing it. Given x, yeL, we put a--x(n,.,y)
and we shall first show na--(nx)(ny).

Evidently nx<=(nx)(ny)<=n.,a<=a. Let u be a relative
complement of na in the interval (nx)(ny),a and v a
relative complement of (nx)(n-,y) in nx, u. Then we have

nv-- n(nx)(ny)v-- nu-- n(na)u--na nx
and nv=n-,auv--((nx)(ny))v--nx.
So v is the relative complement of n in n-,x, nx and hence v--x.
Thus we have u=v(nx)(ny)=a and (nx)(ny)-u(na)
=na.

Now let s be a relative complement of b=(xn)(xy) in the
interval [a,xy. Since nb>=na--nx>=nb, we have

ns--n a,.s--nb,.s-- nxy
and ns--n(xn)(z,.y),-,s--n-.,a=(nx)(ny).

Again if is a relative complement of (yn)-,(yx) in the in-
terval [y(nz),y, then interchanging and y in the above
statement, we have n,.=n,.x,.y and nt--(n-,x)(ny). So
both s and $ are relative complements of n in the interval [(nx)
,.(n-,y), nxy3 and from the first assumption we get s=t, whence
s>_ y(nx)>=y, sxy>=b and a=s-,b--b. Thus x(n-,y)--(xn)
(xy) and dually x(ny)--(x-n)(xy). So n is neutral and
we infer
LEA 2. If an element n of a relatively complemented lattice

L has only one relative complement in any interval containing it,
then n is neutral.

Now let L be a relatively complemented lattice with 0, 1 and n
an element of L having only one complement n’ in L. We shall
show that the relative complement x of n in an interval [a, b, where
a<= n<= b, is uniquely determined. If y is a relative complement of
a in 0, x and z a relative complement of b in [y, lJ, then we get

nz--nbz--n-,y=nxy-=a-,y--O
and n’z=nayz--nxz--bz=1.
Namely z is the complement of n and hence coincides with n’. So
x=(zb)a=(n’b)a is uniquely determined in [a, bJ. Therefore
Theorem 2 mentioned at the beginning is immediately deduced from
Lemma 2.
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